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About this submission
Migration Council Australia (MCA) welcomes the opportunity to make a submission
into Inquiry into Extremism in Victoria. This inquiry is a crucial step to tackling the
spread of far-right extremism and protecting social cohesion in Victoria and Australia.
This submission details MCA’s response to the terms of reference outlined by the Legal
and Social Issues Committee (Legislative Council), the Parliament of Victoria.
MCA is an independent not-for-profit organisation established to enhance the
productive benefits of Australia’s migration and humanitarian programs. MCA works
across sectors to provide a national voice to advocate for effective settlement and
migration programs and to develop policy solutions to issues faced by migrants and
refugees in Australia. MCA is auscpiced by the Social Policy Group.
For further information on any of the points raised in our submission, please contact
MCA on
or
.
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Executive Summary
The danger and direct threat of far-right extremism is brought home with each act of mass
violence. On 15 March 2019, a far-right extremist of Australian descent killed 51 individuals
and injured 50 more in a terrorist attack during Friday prayers at the Al Noor Mosque and the
Linwood Islamic Centre in Christchurch, New Zealand. More recently, an 18-year-old has been
accused of killing 10 Black people and injuring three others in a racially motivated attack in
Buffalo, New York. The “Unite the Right” rally was a large public white supremacist rally that
took place in Charlottesville, United States, in 2017, which turned deadly when a 20-year-old
man allegedly accelerated his car into a crowd of counter-protesters, killing a person and
leaving 19 others injured. This is not a comprehensive list. It is to inform the increasing levels
of violence and public visibility of the far right.
While these are examples and others from overseas, there is growing recognition in Australia
of the threat posed by far-right extremism. In 2020, the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation (ASIO) reported to a parliamentary inquiry into extremism the far-right now
poses an increasing security threat to the country. ASIO revealed that up to 40% of its
counterterrorism efforts were now directed at far-right extremist activities.1 Victoria Police
have also warned of the increasing influence of the far-right, driven by pandemic lockdowns. 2
Along with this, we are seeing a growing number of reports of the increasing activism,
mobilisation, and visibility of far-right groups in our communities. There is a pressing need to
evaluate our policy response to violent far-right activity and build out not only our ability to
detect and prevent activity, but to slow online and digital radicalisation.
In this submission, we have identified key areas intended to inform policymakers and
legislators in their efforts to devise and implement measures to counter the rise and threats
from the far-right to the Victorian community. Far-right and white supremacist ideologies are
not new; rather, our research has found recent structural and contextual shifts have
facilitated a rapid rise of the far-right in Victoria. However, this is not a Victoria-only issue.
Policymakers and legislators should be made aware that the far-right in the state does not
exist in a vacuum. Individuals and groups of the far-right exchange ideas, inform theories, and
build networks and connections across Australia and transnationally. This understanding must
inform countermeasures.
Our research will show there is a growing body of evidence to illustrate countering the appeal,
rise and threats of the far-right will require a comprehensive strategy. We do not anticipate
a singular approach will be adequate. The methods and factors that facilitate the sustenance
and growth of the far-right are complex, widespread and interconnected, as the paper will
show.

1

Paul Karp, "Asio Reveals up to 40% of Its Counter-Terrorism Cases Involve Far-Right Violent Extremism," The
Guardian (2020).
2 Elias Visontay, "Far right 'exploiting' anger at lockdowns to radicalise wellness community, police say""Far Right
'Exploiting' Anger at Lockdowns to Radicalise Wellness Community, Police Say," The Guardian (2021).
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Key Findings
•

Social isolation is a common factor among individuals drawn to the far-right groups.
Far-right organisations successfully exploit the feelings of isolation, social or economic
distress and social inadequacy. They provide an “understanding and supportive”
community, which bonds over content that seeks to indoctrinate and radicalise the
individual.

•

Digitalisation has enabled the far-right to identify, seek and recruit at a global level.
The algorithmic functions on mainstream social media platforms play a role in the
initial radicalisation by exposing vulnerable individuals by priming content and
repeated thematic disinformation creating a “rabbit hole” effect.

•

Over the past decade, a sophisticated alternative social media ecosystem has emerged
to facilitate and enable far-right content. The far-right has created a symbiotic
relationship between mainstream and alternative platforms. Mainstream platforms
allow for a more extensive reach, while alternative platforms are used to
communicate more extreme and violent views.

•

Politicised online games are being used to normalise far-right violence and white
supremacist ideology. This is done explicitly by developers with far-right sympathies
or implicitly through popular titles.

•

The encrypted messaging app, Telegram is the primary method for far-right
engagement and fundraising. It is used to spread far-right content and recruit, and it
is the key communication channel between full vetted members of far-right groups.

•

Traditional engagement methods have not disappeared but instead evolved. Music
and fitness became more popular as a gateway topic, especially during the pandemic
lockdowns, and the far-right has made efforts to use them to their benefit.

•

Far right politicians and infotainment media outlets play a critical role in normalising
and spreading far-right ideas and platforming far-right figures.

•

There is a strong correlation between misogyny and the anti-feminist ideological
underpinnings of the far right. As such, anti-feminist and misogynistic content works
as recruiting tools. Research shows that far-right and anti-feminist sentiment is
mutually reinforcing and interlinked. Young, disgruntled men are baited into
engagement and undergo a grooming process by the far right.
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Glossary of Terms
Alt-tech: Alt-tech describes the websites and platforms that provide services such as video
hosting and social media which are popular among users with "alternative right" (alt-right)
and far-right opinions. These websites and platforms usually describe themselves as free
speech defenders and individual liberty advocates and often have less stringent or little
content moderation policies.
Conspiracy Theory: a theory that seeks to explain a phenomenon by invoking a sinister plot
orchestrated by powerful actors. These conspiracies are painted as secret or esoteric, with
adherents to a theory seeing themselves as the initiated few who have access to hidden
knowledge. Adherents to conspiracy theories usually see themselves as in direct opposition
to the powers who are orchestrating the ploy.
Dark Social: a term used in marketing to describe material shared in ways that are difficult to
track, such as emails, short message service (SMS) systems and encrypted chat. In this report,
we use the term to describe channels employed by extremists for communications that are
not easily analysable through traditional social listening tools, such as closed chat groups.
Far-Right: We acknowledge there is no universally agreed definition of the far-right. We refer
to the well-established conceptualisations of right-wing extremism to be typically marked by
several of the following characteristics: nationalism, racism, xenophobia, anti-democracy,
anti-establishment sentiment, strong-state advocacy, and authoritarianism.3 As such, we
have chosen to use “far-right” as an umbrella term to cover both radical and extreme rightwing groups, sentiments, actions, and ideologies.
Hate crime is understood here to mean criminal acts that are fully or partially motivated by
negative attitudes to a person or group’s actual or perceived ethnicity, religion, political
affiliation, sexual orientation, gender expression or disability. Violent extremism is the most
extreme form of hate crime.
Radicalisation is understood here to be a process whereby a person increasingly accepts the
use of violence to achieve political, ideological or religious goals.
Red pill: a piece of information that facilitates an individual’s awakening to the “truth” of
extreme-rightwing ideology, enabling radicalisation. The term is commonly used by the
extreme-right, twisting its original meaning in the movie The Matrix.
White Genocide: a conspiracy theory that argues white populations are being replaced
through immigration, integration, abortion and violence against white people.
White Replacement Theory: This theory argues that white populations in the West are being
deliberately replaced at an ethnic and cultural level through migration and the growth of
minority communities. Certain ethnic and religious groups – primarily Muslims – are typically
singled out as being culturally incompatible with the lives of majority groups in Western
countries and thus a particular threat.
Violent extremism is understood here to be the activities of persons and groups that are
willing to use violence in order to achieve their political, ideological or religious goals.

3

Cas Mudde, The Far Right Today (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2019).
MCA submission: Inquiry into Extremism in Victoria
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Key factors that have facilitated the
appeal and growth of the far-right
Social isolation and alienation
Contrary to common presumptions, research has revealed ideology is not the main pull factor
for many who join extremist far-right organisations. Former far-right extremists pointed to
the importance of being “part of something, part of a group” when joining these
organisations. Far-right organisations successfully exploited feelings of isolation experienced
by mainly young men.4 These groups offer the isolated and lonely person a sense of belonging,
purpose and group identity.
Recent academic studies have shown a strong correlation between social isolation and
support for far-right ideology. Isolation causes heightened anxiety, fear, and hypervigilance,
making people more receptive to the far-right ideology that relies on suspicion of the “other”,
fear of radical social change, and promises of security and an understanding community. 5
Economist Noreena Hertz interviewed far-right group members for her book in England,
France, and the United States, and she found the pattern of isolation was a recurring theme
amongst these individuals. 6 Similarly, a study from the University of Arizona directly links
social isolation with heightened extreme conservatism—finding a positive correlation
between loneliness and xenophobia and right-wing authoritarianism.7 This is because farright (and Conspiracy Theory) online communities offer a sense of belonging and community
and protection, and a cause to rally behind.
But it is not just their emphasis on nearly tribal experiences that explains why today’s far-right
has proven successful at appealing to those for whom the traditional bonds of the workplace,
religious institutions and the wider community have broken down. 8 In this way, the
unravelling of traditional bonds but also that we are living in a world reshaped by extreme
individualism driven by neoliberalism, globalisation, austerity and most recently by the
COVID-19 pandemic, which has meant isolation felt by these individuals also encompasses
feeling excluded from society’s gains, unsupported, powerless, and voiceless. This
combination of personal, economic, and political isolation helps explain not only why levels
of loneliness are so high globally today but also why loneliness and far-right ideology and
politics have become so closely linked in recent years.9

4

Simon Copland, "A Psychological Understanding of the “Extremist Mindset” Is Essential to Combat Violence.,"
BBC Future (2019).
5 Alexander Sherer, "America the Lonely: Social Isolation, Public Health, and Right-Wing Populism," Berkeley
Political Review2021.
6 Noreena Hertz, "Why Loneliness Fuels Populism," Financial Times (2020).
7 Kory Floyd, "Loneliness Corresponds with Politically Conservative Thought," Research in Psychology and
Behavioral Sciences 5, no. 1 (2017). https://doi.org/10.12691/rpbs-5-1-3.
8 Josh Roose, "How ‘Freedom Rally’ Protesters and Populist Right-Wing Politics May Play a Role in the Federal
Election," The Conversation (2022).
9 Josh Roose, interview by Tezcan Gumus and Olga Cherniak, May 18, 2022.
MCA submission: Inquiry into Extremism in Victoria
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These are real-world concerns that the far-right has preyed on to draw people into their
worldview. There is an already declining level of trust toward government in Australia, yet the
Covid pandemic lockdowns have hastened this distrust amongst specific communities.
Consequently, far-right groups benefited from public anger at the government’s coronavirus
responses, creating a landscape where more people are open to their anti-system and antigovernment narrative.10 This is also backed by recent findings from Australia that revealed
the far-right effectively seizes upon moments of crisis like the COVID-19 pandemic to advance
their talking points and recruitment effort.11 Similarly, research from Europe reveals distrust
toward key political institutions opens individuals to far-right ideas.12 Individuals with lowlevel or no trust in the political system and politicians seek alternative facts and answers from
fringe politicians and fake news sites that open a gateway to the far-right worldview.
Once the individual steps into these groups, a coordinated attempt is made to radicalise and
steer them towards acts of violence.13 This is done by “isolating the individual from the rest
of their community” and “framing friends and family who do not share far-right concepts as
“an enemy.” Like all cult-like activity, the act of distancing targets from alternative support
structures and other sources of “truth”.14
In Australia, beyond communities that are based online, far-right groups offer the opportunity
to join real-world groups for the disenfranchised and isolated. Examples include the recently
defunct Lads Society, which aimed to attract members of mainstream society under the guise
of a men’s fitness club while keeping its explicitly white supremacist agenda hidden. Its leader
Thomas Sewell claimed the group had more than 350 active members at its peak. After closing
the Lads Society, Sewell founded the National Socialist Network (NSN), a white supremacist
neo-Nazi group with members in most major cities in Australia. Unlike the Lads Society, the
NSN is more explicitly extremist in its ideology. Its website states it is “loyal to national
socialism and nothing else”, and that it seeks “a revolution”.
Sewell specifically targets young, white, “disgruntled” men to join the group. Though it has a
digital presence, the group undertakes physical gatherings and activities with members,
aiming to build a permanent far-right community, which recent journalistic investigations
have uncovered, resembles a “cult-like breeding ground for extremists who are training in
hope of bringing about societal collapse or a white revolution.” 15 Dr Kaz Ross, an academic
that focuses on the far-right in Australia, stated the NSN model has been the most successful.
It is building a resilient real-world far-right academy. Sewell has created a group that portrays
itself to potential recruits as productive and positive. Part of the allure is the sense
participants get that they are doing something meaningful and important. 16
10

Josh Roose, interview.
Visontay; Jacob Davey, Cecile Simmons, and Mario Peucker, "The Far-Left and Far-Right in Australia –
Equivalent Threats? Key Findings and Policy Implications," (Centre for Resillient and Inclusive Societies, 2022).
12 Yordan Kutiyski, Andre Krouwel, and Jan-Willem van Prooijen, "Political Extremism and Distrust: Does Radical
Political Orientation Predict Political Distrust and Negative Attitudes Towards European Integration?," The Social
Sciences Journal 58, no. 1 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1016/j.soscij.2019.03.004.
13 Josh Roose, interview.
14 Simon Copland, interview by Tezcan Gumus and Olga Cherniak, 2022.
15 Nick McKenzie and Joe Tozer, "From Kickboxing to Adolf Hitler: The Neo-Nazi Plan to Recruit Angry Young
Men," The Age (2021).
16 Kaz Ross, interview by Tezcan Gumus and Olga Cherniak, May 17, 2022.
11
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The far rights appeal to an isolated individual is of a community that understands. This need
for understanding is purposefully used to expose individuals to dangerous and radicalising
ideas that feed off their disillusionment and dissatisfaction with their circumstances, upon
entering these online and real-world groups. In this way, the far-right appeals not necessarily
because of its ideology, but because it was the first group that listened. The ideology comes
later.17
The role of social media and the internet
Far-right ideas and white supremacy are not new phenomena, but the internet has provided
the far-right with a more effective and extensive instrument for mass recruitment. The farright was an early adopter of the internet and in particular, message and image boards. The
online communication methods have evolved alongside the growth in social and alternate
media platforms.18 While far-right online communities were and still are largely decentralised,
these communities can be considered loosely interconnected. Their online interdependence
and communication forms have enabled them to have a transnational reach, fostering
cohesion and collaboration between international far-right groups and individuals.19
The far-right information ecosystem has enabled it to project influence beyond its numbers.
As such, the far-right must be understood as part of a transnational movement facilitated
through online networks. Analysis of online message boards during the Canberra convoy
protests indicated the protesters were heavily influenced by groups and events overseas.
They shared a common vocabulary and symbology. 20 This is in line with how ISIS used the
internet to project power beyond its real-world capabilities, link up with other jihadists and
draw individuals from across the globe to its cause.21
There is a symbiotic relationship between mainstream and alternative platforms in the way
the far-right uses the online ecosystem to amplify their presence and spread ideology.
Mainstream social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook and YouTube allow for a more
extensive reach, while alternative platforms are used to communicate more extreme and
violent views.22 Far-right communities rapidly produce large amounts of propagandist
material that is widely spread throughout broader digital ecosystems. They primarily use
larger platforms such as Facebook, YouTube and Twitter as avenues through which to
17

Simon Copland, interview by Tezcan Gumus and Olga Cherniak.
Karoline Ihlebæk, Tine Figenschou, and Birgitte Haanshuus, "What Is the Relationship between the Far Right
and the Media?," Center for Research on Extremism (2020).
19 Manuela Caianiand and Linda Parenti, "Extreme Right Organizations and Online Politics: A Comparative
Analysis of ﬁve Western Democracies," in Politics and the Internet in Comparative Context, ed. Rajash Rawal Paul
Nixon, Dan Mercea (London: Routledge, 2013).
20 Roose, "How ‘Freedom Rally’ Protesters and Populist Right-Wing Politics May Play a Role in the Federal
Election."
21 "How Isis Games Twitter," The Atlantic, updated 16 June, 2014, 2014, accessed 2 June, 2015,
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2014/06/isis-iraq-twitter-social-media-strategy/372856/;
"How Isis Succeeds on Social Media #Stopkony Fails," The Atlantic, 2015, accessed 2 June, 2015, 2015,
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2015/03/how-isis-succeeds-where-stopkony-fails/387859/.
22 Jacob Davey and Julia Ebner, "'The Great Replacement': The Violent Consequences of Mainstreamed
Extremism," (Institute for Strategic Dialogue, 2019).
18
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disseminate propaganda material to more general audiences (playing a gateway role). In
contrast, fringe platforms remain safe havens for the initiated to radicalise further. This
behaviour is also common with ISIS and other Islamist terror groups. 23
Far-right accounts use mainstream social media platforms to outlink to other sites and
platforms. Outlinking or the posting of links directs users of one platform to content on other
websites or platforms. In this sense, mainstream platforms perform a gateway role for the
far-right. This allows far-right accounts to get around moderation and the ability to expose
larger audiences to polarising and extreme content and the risk to some users of immersion
in an online far-right ecosystem.24 For instance, Twitter can be considered a type of gateway
to content and engagement on other, potentially less regulated platforms. 25 Far-right also
heavily outlink from social media and other platforms to a variety of websites maintained by
traditional media outlets, including Fox News, the Daily Mail, and RT (formerly Russia
Today),26 which are recognised for producing content that is favourable to the far-right
worldview.27
Until recently, major social media platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter, have been the
most accessible entities within far-right and extremist online ecosystems, but increased
efforts to remove far-right extremist communities and content from these platforms have
resulted in the creation of alternative online spaces (Alt-tech platforms) and migration to
“dark social” (e.g., encrypted messaging applications).28 As a result, we are seeing a
mushrooming of an alternative media ecosystem, which is dedicated to the far-right. Gab is
currently the most prominent platform fitting that category, which has four million registered
users, but only 100,000 are active on the platform. 29 On platforms like Gab, Copland outlines,
“active users are completely segmented off from the rest of the internet” and this has a
radicalising potential because “these spaces end up turning into far-right echo chambers,
spaces where they're only talking amongst themselves. 30 This has been shown to push
individuals to undertake violent acts. 31
A further tactic has been data seeding or the creation of troll sites. This refers to the
construction of a number of fake news sites that visually brand themselves to look like
legitimate news outlets so that readers have a difficult time realising it is far-right
disinformation and fake news. In recent years an alternative media ecosystem has sprung up,
which explicitly caters to extreme-right communities. These new media sites are not bound
23

Jacob Davey and Julia Ebner, "'The Great Replacement': The Violent Consequences of Mainstreamed
Extremism."
24 Maura Conway, Ryan Scrivens, and Logan Macnair, "Right-Wing Extremists’ Persistent Online Presence:
History and Contemporary Trends," (International Centre for Counter-Terrorism - The Hague, 2019).
25 Stuart Macdonald et al., "A Study of Outlinks Contained in Tweets Mentioning Rumiyah," (Global Research
Network on Terrorism and Technology, 2019).
26 Stuart Macdonald et al., "The European Far-Right Online: An Exploratory Twitter Outlink Analysis of German &
French Far-Right Online Ecosystems," (RESOLVE Network, 2022).
27 Ed Coper, Facts and Other Lies: Welcome to the Disinformation Age (Allen & Unwin, 2022).
28 Macdonald et al., "The European Far-Right Online: An Exploratory Twitter Outlink Analysis of German &
French Far-Right Online Ecosystems."
29 Micah Lee, "Inside Gab, the Online Safe Space for Far-Right Extremists," The Intercept (2021).
30 Simon Copland, interview.
31 Laura Romero, "Experts Say Echo Chambers from Apps Like Parler and Gab Contributed to Attack on Capitol,"
ABC News (2021).
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to the same editorial guidelines as “traditional” print media, these sources use a combination
of misinformation, conspiracy theories, hyper-partisan commentary.32 They specifically
emphasize the negative impact of immigration, Islam and the left-wing establishment,
including the news media.33 Well-known examples are Breitbart in the US, Fria Tider in
Sweden and Westmonster in the UK. A strategy often utilised by far-right alternative media is
to reframe and recontextualise news stories selected from other sources to fit ideological
agenda. In practice, recontextualisation occurs by making small, but significant symbolic
editorial amendments, and consequently, seemingly “objective” news items can be
manipulated into far-right partisan information, disinformation, and propaganda.34
The use of algorithmic programming to keep users engaged on social media platforms has
been shown to increase polarisation in society. Social media platform algorithms are
programmed to maximise engagement to increase advertisement revenue. This means the
algorithms send each user news or content in line with their pre-established views, not news
that necessarily creates a shared understanding of events in society. 35 Consequently, social
media newsfeeds have become an effective tool for the spread of disinformation and have
led to decreased trust in institutions. 36
This is because the best way to hold engagement is to create conflict and outrage, which can
accentuate fear, xenophobia, hate, and distrust between individuals and communities, and
even ferment division and incite violence. Algorithms have been shown to spread disturbing
content and expose vulnerable individuals to high levels of far-right extremist content and
disinformation, creating the “rabbit hole” effect. For example, Facebook’s algorithms were
shown to have amplified hate speech, and the platform failed to take down inflammatory
posts, which helped fuel the genocide of Rohingya Muslims in Myanmar. 37 Other
investigations found YouTube’s algorithms have had a radicalising influence on individuals
and created an effective recruitment tool for far-right groups.38 A key example is the far-right
extremist who killed 51 people during Friday prayers at two mosques in Christchurch in 2019
and was radicalised by ongoing exposure to white supremacist content on a social media
platform.39
Many platforms claim that their efforts to tackle online misinformation, disinformation and
conspiracy theories are working. But they offer very little transparency about the impact of
their efforts. In fact, research reveals that social media platform algorithms continue to
32

Davey and Ebner, "'The Great Replacement': The Violent Consequences of Mainstreamed Extremism."
Kristoffer Holt, Tine Ustad Figenshou, and Lena Frischlich, "Key Dimensions of Alternative News Media,"
Digital Journalism 7, no. 7 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1080/21670811.2019.1625715.
34 Karoline Andrea Ihlebæk and Silje Nygaard, "Right-Wing Alternative Media in the Scandinavian Political
Communication Landscape," in Power, Communication, and Politics in the Nordic Countries, ed. Eli Skogerbø, et
al. (Gothenburg: Nordicom, University of Gothenburg, 2021).
35 Tom Wheeler, "The Metachallenges of the Metaverse," Brookings Institution (2021)."The metachallneges of
the metaverse,"
36 Carme Colomina, Héctor Sanchez Margalef, and Richard Youngs, The Impact of Disinformation on Democratic
Processes and Human Rights in the World (European Parliament, 2021).
37 Alexandra Stevenson, "Facebook Admits It Was Used to Incite Violence in Myanmar," The New York Times
(2018).
38 Kevin Roose, "The Making of a Radical," The New York Times (2019); Brendan Nyhan, "Youtube Still Hosts
Extremist Videos. Here’s Who Watches Them.," The Washington Post (2021).
39 Southern Poverty Law Center, "The Year in Hate and Extremism 2019," (2020).
33
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recommend extremist content to individuals who have engaged with and are therefore
susceptible to such content.40 Ultimately, disinformation and conspiracy theories linked to
white supremacy, assisted by algorithmic programming, are increasingly proliferating online,
posing a major threat to minorities, marginalised communities, national security, and
democracy.

Some key methods of recruitment and communication
Online Gaming

Far-right communications and recruitment have also been facilitated by the emergence of
video games. New in-game media centres and chat sites have exponentially increased the
outreach and the recruitment paths available. Politicised video games are being used to
normalise violence and white supremacist ideology, whether it is done explicitly by
developers with far-right sympathies or implicitly in popular titles.
A subsection of political or historical video games are associated with the spread of right-wing
ideas. The gameplay includes political features, choices and stories that were programmed to
amplify far right sentiments. Regardless of player’s initial political views, the gameplay lets
them to digitally enact and perform right-wing or far-right ideologically affiliated actions.41
Games consist of challenges and choices, which the player must undertake to complete the
game. Yet the user’s choice actions are limited to options the game developers have
programmed. It becomes apparent which action the developers want the player to choose
and proceed with playing the game.
Angry Goy and Angry Goy II (AG and AG II) are examples of games that serve to promote altright ideology. Players experience being the target of various cultural groups, such as
communists, the LGBTIQ+ community, BLM protesters, the ANTIFA, and Culturally and
linguistically diverse (CALD) people. The complete the game the player must keep killing
people from CALD backgrounds, the LGBTIQ+ community and other cultural or political
groups. In one scene, the leading player must murder the LGBTIQ+ community to save Donald
Trump.42 The player can also choose to play as one of the authoritative figures in the far-right
community, in the surroundings resembling the places where real-life murders, massacres
and mass shootings took place. 43 If the player runs out of lives in the game, the message “You
have failed to save the West” is displayed.44
Characters in the games typically come in two forms with non-playable characters (NPCs)
forming a context for action. NPCs have been programmed with predictable behaviours and
limited actions. In gaming, most enemies are NPCs. It is notable that the NPC characters in
40

Annie Y. Chen et al., "Exposure to Alternative & Extremist Content on Youtube," (Anti-Defamation League,
2021).
41 Noel Brett, "Moments of Political Gameplay: Game Design as a Mobilization Tool for Far-Right Action,"
(September 2021).
42 Ewan Palmer, "'Angry Goy 2' Neo-Nazi Video Game Lets Users Kill Lgbt People and Minorities to Save Donald
Trump," (November 2018).
43 Shannon Verhoef, "Play and Metapolitics in Angry Goy Ii," (May 2019).
44 Phoenix1933, "Re: Angry Goy 2," December 2018, https://www.stormfront.org/forum/t1263308/.
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games like Angry Goy perform only several actions, and this limited functionality acts to
dehumanise cultural groups. In these circumstances, the dehumanisation of other characters
is intentional, as dehumanised objects do not possess a cause and have no interests of
importance.45
In tracking gun-related violence and far-right threats we are beginning to witness the realworld implications of dehumanising games. The term NPCs has now been adopted by the farright in real-world settings to describe people outside the right-wing. Such games popularise
the far-right narrative and have been credited with the spread of white genocide theory. As
one researcher noted, the game programs players with a list of their “enemies,” both online
and offline.46 Mainstream games, such as Mercenaries 2, developed by EA (Electronic Arts),
do not necessarily embed far-right propaganda, but they do still use commonly existing
prejudices to establish the plot. These prejudices are often based on ethnic stereotypes and
a notion of the “Clash of Civilisations"47 theory of geopolitics. Whether consciously intended
as propaganda or otherwise, they serve to reinforce far-right narratives and worldviews.
The transformative process of the gameplay lies in repeated interactions, as gamers usually
do not just play the game; they also play with the game. Playing the game has the potential
to transform the player’s political views. This happens with each completed challenge, which
gives users a sense of satisfaction and increases their mastery of the game. AG and AG II not
only teach what and when to perform actions but also unwittingly familiarise or indoctrinate
players as to the “rationale” of why these actions are deemed essential.48 These moments
give the player the motivation to re-enact far-right movements in the digital world. This
continuous process leads to political views and identity change, provoking a portion of players
to try to re-enact the actions, not just online but in real life.
Telegram

In Australia, Telegram is the primary app for far-right engagement and fundraising. It is used
to spread far-right content and recruit and is the key communication channel between full
vetted members of far-right groups. Traditional engagement methods have not disappeared
but instead evolved. Music and fitness became more popular gateway channels, especially
during the pandemic and lockdowns, and the far-right has made efforts to use them to their
benefit.
Telegram is known for end-to-end encryption which houses private chats where any type of
content can be shared with minimal consequences. It is known to be used to spread and
converse about white supremacist ideologies, content glorifying racist violence, organise farright gatherings and attendance at anti-lockdown protests.49 Some of these channels are
connected to each other. A few provide a gateway to more violence-endorsing
conversations.50 In some instances, far-right users share links to dark web markets, where
45
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guns and other weapons can be purchased “to prepare themselves for the final battle against
enemies of the white race.”51 The perception of data security for users, full encryption, which
makes it more difficult for the authorities to monitor members of such groups, and the “selfdestruct function” are key features which have made Telegram the platform of choice for the
far-right.
Far-right groups in Australia, have a tiered system of communication on Telegram. There are
channels for general participants as a recruitment tool and other channels for communication
between vetted members only. For example, the National Socialist Network, which has more
than 2,000 members on Telegram, uses the Great Replacement Theory to recruit. A different
channel is available in each Australian state for recruits who have only been partially vetted
while fully vetted members communicate on a different encrypted app called Element which
is considered even more secure.52 Similarly, the Proud Boys have created a vetting channel
on Telegram which has been increasingly active, with a steady stream of new applicants, while
fully vetted members chat on another channel. 53
Telegram is also used to raise funds for the far-right. There are financial transfers between
the countries and interstate for far-right movements in Australia that are accommodated by
Telegram.54 Using online crowdfunding services combined with the use of cryptocurrencies
have made it much easier for far-right activities to attain funds. While most platform have
implemented a policy that prohibits the collection of funding for hateful and violent purposes,
the removal of accounts is still dependant on identification and a campaign of public
pressure.55 Far-right fundraising and investment is also typically performed across platforms.
Most Telegram channels observed in the study conducted by the Australian Strategic Policy
Institute offered subscribers multiple avenues for financial support. 56 Video platform Entropy
allows users to stream from other platforms (such as YouTube or DLive), and viewers will
engage in paid chats, giving money to the person running the channel. The funding can be
provided even if YouTube or DLive channels are demonetised. 57
Traditional real-world methods

Although social media platforms and forums gave far-right the recruitment tools they had
never seen or utilised before, traditional methods are still effectively employed. One of the
most successful recruitment tools was far-right extremist music, which introduced potential
members to extremist subcultures. As music is a part of social settings like house parties, visits
to the gyms and music shows, it has become a powerful tool. Regardless of genre, white
supremacist music reflects common far-right ideologies: anti-immigration, racism, Aryan
51
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heritage, and white pride. Participants in the study on Recruitment and Radicalisations
amongst Far-Right Terrorists talk about their past recruitment to the far-right groups and
often discuss the significance of white power music and the messages it delivers.58
Recruitment through physical exercise has become a vital part of far-right communications.
Individual self-improvement is considered a part of broader political struggle and became not
only an attempt to show off white supremacy but also a preparation for "upcoming war".
Online fitness became very popular during the COVID-19 pandemic, and the far-right didn't
miss this entrepreneurial opportunity. They are actively recruiting through online fitness
groups, and a recent analysis has detected a network of "fascist fitness" chat groups on
Telegram. These groups became a training ground to turn activists into soldiers.59 Wellness
groups have recently become a source of antivaccine sentiments, and this is proven to be
fertile ground for far-right influence. An example of this in Australia was seen in the posting
of explicit fascist symbols by celebrity chef Pete Evans on his social media platforms.60 COVID
regulations have eased, but the far-right fitness groups haven't disappeared; they have
moved onto actual offline, real-world locations. One of such gyms is in an outer suburb in a
city in Australia (SBS news does not disclose the name of the gym or the site in order not to
give it any more publicity). The group says it's training only in “preparation for conflict”, but
it has been reported they are preparing themselves for an upcoming race war in Australia.61

The role of politicians and mainstream media
Politicians and mainstream media play a critical role in normalising and spreading far-right
ideas and platforming far-right figures. Though far-right ideology is not a new phenomenon
in Australia and the western world, it has been increasingly instrumentalised for political gain
and influence. It is common for populist politicians to make use of nationalistic notions to
create a picture of the in-group, an image that will be radically developed and internalised by
right-wing groups.62 Troublingly, research undertaken in Europe has observed mainstream
politicians globally have used language that closely mirrors speech employed by the Great
Replacement theory’s proponents or have referenced related white supremacist conspiracy
theories. This includes making direct references to migrants as “invaders”, as well as the use
of visual material which evokes the theory and concepts which amplify ethnic and cultural
differences between whites and non-whites.63 In the United States, the presidency of Donald
Trump saw far-right politics mainstreamed.64 This was further aided by Fox News
programming in the US, which magnified Trump’s far-right rhetoric for “emotive partisan
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outrage”.65 These factors played a key role in the surge of far-right activities and their public
presence. As a result, white nationalist hate groups grew by 55% during the Trump era,
according to a report by the Southern Poverty Law Center.66 This is also attributed to the rise
of key media personalities such as Fox’s highly popular talk show host Tucker Carlson.
Carlson’s segments have been shown to play a key role in promoting and legitimising the
language of white supremacist theories.67 This includes the promotion of White Replacement
and White Genocide theories.68
In Australia, we have experienced a similar trend in the promotion of far-right content,
including by One Nation, United Australia Party, Katter's Australian Party, and a select group
of former Liberal-National coalition politicians. Far-right views expressed in Federal
Parliament have a strong legitimising impact on racist and anti-immigration sentiment and
are used as a means for recruitment.69 Moreover, some politicians have made direct
statements in support of far-right groups such as the Proud Boys,70 while others have courted
Australian far-right extremists.71 Concerningly there are growing linkages between elected
Australian parliamentarians and far-right figures. This assisted the introduction of far-right
ideas and has mainstreamed various far-right theories.
The Sky News network in Australia has moved to mirror to Fox News in the US, producing
more segments and content designed to attract and retain a growing far right audience. Sky
After Dark which has adopted a US Fox News-style line-up of commentators with a
conservative bent, has in particular played a significant role in spreading far-right content and
platforming right-wing figures.72 Though the media outlet has a modest television viewership,
it has a large online following via its YouTube channel and Facebook page.73 The digital
content of Sky, particularly from the After Dark commentators, is being pushed out on
Facebook, YouTube and on News Corp-owned websites to a much larger audience base.74 Fox
and Sky news cable television and online strategy have helped entrench a far-right
information ecosystem, contributing to a feedback loop that drowns out counter-narratives,
facts and views,75 increasing the potential for radicalisation, political violence and hate.76
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Misogyny/anti-feminism and the far right
Antifeminist rhetoric is a powerful gateway to far-right and violent white nationalism, and it
is calculated to appeal to the demographic overwhelmingly responsible for mass shootings in
the US: namely young white men.77 A key belief expounded far right theories, such as the
Great Replacement theory, is the importance of controlling white female sexuality and
reproduction. Exponents of the theory blame white women and feminism for falling birth
rates as their departure from traditional gender roles has led to a decline in the “white race”.78
As such, anti-feminist rhetoric has become an entry point for the far-right and is a key tool for
male status and empowerment within far right communities.
Anti-feminist rhetoric brings together key themes that animate far-right ideology, such as
hierarchy, order, power, masculinity, and a preference for “tradition”. It also becomes
reinforcing as those who hold far-right views believe “the system” works against them and
harbour a sense of “aggrieved entitlement” which is related to ideas of relative deprivation
(that minorities and women benefit at their expense).79
Anti-feminism and the far-right overlap because both weave narratives around real,
observable phenomena surrounding populations and reproduction. Since the primary means
of communication for extremist groups have been chatrooms, forums, and social media
platforms, this virtual space has allowed the amplification of ideas between geographically
distant and diverse individuals. Comparative research conducted around far right
communities demonstrates that the promotion of sexual violence toward women is a trend
across most far-right and white supremacist groups. 80 Studies also suggest that misogynistic
attitudes are associated with support for violent extremism, more broadly. A 2021 report
released by the United Nations Development Programme, revealed misogyny is central to
indoctrination, recruitment, and the ideology of violent extremism.81 Though misogyny is not
new, its relationship with violent extremism is rapidly evolving, due in part to the rise of social
media and internet-enabled globalisation of hate, outlined the UNDP report. This has resulted
in the globalisation of misogyny among far-right communities, as well as the exploitation of
gender as a recruiting technique. 82 Hence, Copland states “it is hard to understand
antifeminist and far-right groups without the other because in many ways they are the
same.”83
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Measures to counter far-right extremist
groups
Legislation and Law Enforcement
There is growing recognition in Australia of the threat posed by far-right extremism. The
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) has reported the far-right now poses one
of the most significant security threats to the country. In 2020, ASIO revealed to a
parliamentary inquiry up to 40% of its counterterrorism efforts are now directed at far-right
extremist activities. This was an increase of 10-15% before 2016.84 Victoria Police have also
warned a parliamentary inquiry into extremism of the increasing influence of the far-right,
driven by pandemic lockdowns. 85
Yet, the legislative response to violent far-right threats has been minimal. Far greater
emphasis has been on Islamic extremism. Legislative mechanisms for addressing far-right
extremist threats are currently available only through the existing suite of Australian counterterrorism laws. While mostly ideologically neutral in their wording, they were designed
primarily to target violent Islamist extremism after the 9/11 terror attacks.
For instance, there is a significant disconnect between the number of active far-right groups
and the Australian government’s proscribed list of terrorist organisations. This gap needs to
be regularly updated so that extreme right-wing groups receive due attention. The current
legislation does not hinder the listing of far-right groups. Australia has followed overseas allies
in making designations for Islamic organisations but has been less aligned on far-right
designations. The failure to use so-called prescription laws to classify far-right groups as terror
organisations has likely enabled an environment that has contributed to their growth in
Australia.
Law enforcement should prioritise their response to the threat of far-right extremism. Along
with this, monitoring efforts should be designed to be flexible and responsive to be deployed
and increased depending on the context. Countless research and recent far-right violence
overseas have demonstrated how the online and real-world activity of the far-right suggests
they pose a great threat to public safety and social cohesion.

Policy Makers
Raising greater awareness about the nature, scale and tactics of online far-right extremist
networks is an essential first step in helping practitioners and governments to respond to the
threat more effectively in an informed, proportional, and consistent fashion. The Victorian
Government needs to prioritise tackling misogyny as a key component of preventing violent
extremism. Despite the direct links between misogyny and far-right extremism, the symbiotic
relationship between them has mostly escaped scrutiny by policymakers. Closer attention to
84
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the relationship between misogyny and the far-right will improve understanding of how the
two relate at the level of recruitment, individual radicalisation, the dynamics within far-right
groups and shaping their political agendas.
Potential policies:
• Enhance the protection of women from harm by devoting more resources to gender
equity education of men and boys, improving the behaviour of fathers, and services
and justice for victims of violence.
•

Implement school-based mentoring and/or education programs that target young
boys to prevent misogynist attitudes from developing at an early age and/or provide
them with off-ramps from these positions.

•

Invest in community-building institutions and targeted education for young men. This
is critical to countering the forms of social isolation and subsequent appeal of the farright.

The Victorian Government should preference programs that examine and address the
underlying motivations of individuals drawn to the far-right as a more effective prevention
and exit strategy.
•

Several organisations in Europe are now gaining traction in this area such as the Exit
organisations, in particular Exit Sweden and Exit Germany. These organisations are
finding that examining the underlying root causes is a more effective way to divert and
help people to leave far-right groups than directly confronting the ideology.86

The Victorian Government should provide greater levels of support and funding to local
community groups and civil society. Grass-roots community campaigns have proven
successful in Australia.
•

South East Community Action was set up in Cheltenham Victoria to prevent far-right
activity in the suburb. The Lad’s Society opened a clubhouse, training facility,
recruitment centre and safe space for far-right extremists. It was forced to close in
January 2019, after opening in October 2017 following community pressure.87

•

Ashfield Community Action (ACA) in New South Wales led a similar response to the
establishment of The Lads Society clubhouses in the neighbourhood. 88 ACA used its
social media presence to spread multilingual posters labelled “Fascists out of
Ashfield”, designed stickers to cover the far-right stickers on the street and developed
safety plans for people to remove far-right street propaganda.

Despite these two successful examples, waiting for local communities to self-organise,
develop a strategy, and collect the necessary funds might not be the most effective way to
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prevent the spread of far-right extremism. Not every community will have the resources and
residents willing to undertake such a campaign.

Need for responsible journalism and politics
Australian journalists and media institutions should be supported and trained in reporting on
extremist ideology. Training is needed to report events and positions while avoiding the
amplification of far-right ideas into the public arena.
Coverage of far-right and violent extremism can have the consequence of spreading far-right
content and popularising figures. As an industry, the media should consider establishing Best
Practices for Reporting Violent Extremism. Resources could be developed for media
professionals to provide them with the toolkit on issues to consider when reporting on farright extremism.89 A similar model exists to inform media reporting of suicides.90
•

As a guide, we recommend referencing The Oxygen of Amplification by Whitney
Phillips, which is a well-researched detailed set of editorial “better practices” intended
to reduce manipulation and harm.

•

The Victorian government could fund the development of media resources and media
training seminars to support journalists reporting on the far-right.

Technical and online preventions
The Victorian Government could work with the Commonwealth to advocate stronger
regulation of social media platforms. Beyond the harms outlined in the Online Safety Act,
social media platforms in Australia have adopted a code of practice that requires them to
develop processes for removing and reporting on disinformation on their platforms. However,
they have not been transparent on the scope (e.g., what is considered disinformation) and
mechanisms that they will use to undertake these measures. Any mechanism purely based on
voluntary self-regulation may not be sufficient.
Furthermore, regulation that concentrates only on removing content fails to deal with the
structural issues underlying social media platforms, including the algorithmic amplification of
extremist content and networks. Algorithmic programming is having detrimental outcomes
for individuals and social cohesion. Algorithms tend to suggest more extreme or inflammatory
videos and content. Together with fake news, this represents a serious channel of potential
radicalisation and in some assessments, contributes to extremism. 91
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Pros and Cons of social media deplatforming
Deplatforming has been a valuable tool to mitigate the spread of far-right ideas on
mainstream social media platform. However, while it has proved effective in minimising the
level of exposure to more extreme far right content, the strategy has also led to the creation
of “Alt-tech” platforms, websites, and apps.
Deplatforming individuals and groups from the mainstream social media started in 2016 and
has been successful in minimising the reach of individual far right proponents. The
deplatforming of Milo Yiannopoulos and Alex Jones has drastically impacted their visibility
and cash flow. Milo went bankrupt, and himself proclaimed that “Two years of being noplatformed, banned, blacklisted, and censored...has taken its toll.”92 He has also had book
deals cancelled and appearances on a college campus.
However, since 2016 Alt-tech has grown considerably, both in terms of the number of
platforms and the total number of users. Gab gained tens of thousands of followers after the
so-called purge of far-right accounts on Twitter. 93 After Donald Trump’s Twitter account was
banned, Gab had a server breakdown due to the number of new registrations.94 Donald
Trump has also announced the creation of his own platform Truth Social, which looks much
like a copy of the Twitter platform, but where “no one will be silenced”. Elon Musk’s bid to
buy Twitter saw the app Truth Social rise to the top of the app store.95 Alex Jones another
significant public far-right figure has redirected his users to his personal websites. Even
though the views on the content have dropped by half, he has gathered a more radicalised
crowd.96
More broadly, deplatforming has prompted a debate around free speech and this in turn has
also become content for recruitment. On one hand, deplatforming detoxifies mainstream
socials from far-right groups and decreases far-right propaganda outreach, on the other hand,
it creates an alternative echo chamber where radicalised, alienated, and extreme views
solidify and organise. A large-scale study of social network users who got suspended from
Twitter and Reddit and moved on to Gab has proven that users became more toxic, and their
daily activity increased.97
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Conclusion
Traditional policy and programmatic responses to countering violent extremism have focused
on religious-inspired groups, overlooking the rise of far-right extremism. Recent global and
domestic events reveal the full extent of the growing threat posed by far-right extremism in
Australia. As such, there is a pressing need to evaluate our policy response to violent far-right
activity and build out not only our ability to detect and prevent activity but to slow online and
digital radicalisation. This submission has shown factors that enable and flame the spread of
the far-right are highly complex, widespread, and interconnected. These traverse between
real-world factors and the digital online sphere. As a collective, the far-right has shown itself
to be opportunistic, resilient, and adaptable. Policy responses, as a result, will require a
comprehensive and consistent strategy to address this complex challenge to the Victorian
community.
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